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Hello everyone, my name is Bizimana Fiston, I am 20 years old. 

I am glad to share my good moments I had in KCP from 2007.  

I got the chance to begin nursery in 2007, where I gained different skills 

and knowledge like communication and community skills and more.  

I took porridge and bread in the morning and at lunch time a very 

delicious meal. 

I moved from nursery to Primary from Primary 1 to 6 with the support of 

my sponsor Jules. 

In primary I met with different moments and I always thank the people who supported me. 

KCP made me proud of who I am. If there was no KCP my life had to be in hardship and other bad 

things, I learnt different values qualities and attitudes such as loving each other, caring for each 

other, helping, kindness, hardworking, thanking and other things which are very useful in our daily 

life. 

I have been nurtured by KCP from nursery up to high school. 

From the beginning it was very difficult to be free with others. I lived there as a boarding student. I 

met with different behaved students (good and bad) but I tried to get closer with those well behaved 

ones and away from the bad ones. On high school I also learned different lifestyles which help me to 

adapt to outside life. 

During my high school I remembered the advice from KCP about how I can behave, work hard, look 

forward and more. I am sure all that advice built something strong in me. In that way I can advise 

others as a quality I took from Meg. 

To KCP thank you for your dedication you have good hearts to help us survive, you have changed 

many lives from worst to best. Your kindness, helpful, loving, caring and more will be remembered in 

people’s hearts and even to Lord God our king permanently. 

I will not forget different activities enjoyed in the holidays with different volunteers. Having fun, 

revising lessons and recreational activities. 

The treatment I got from KCP is adorable, precious and ultimately needed. I pray to God that I can be 

Meg in the future in order to do as she did and is still doing. Much respect, you deserve it. 

Now I am ready for university where I have a scholarship to complete my undergraduate 

qualification in History and Heritage Studies. 

Thank you. 

Fiston 

 

 


